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Delta Gamma sorority leads Montana State University living groups scholastically last quarter
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Delta Gamma sorority led Montana State University living groups in scholarship for the fifth consecutive quarter last term, according to statistics released by the registrar.

Six women's groups topped the highest ranking men's group, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Women's groups following Delta Gamma in descending order were Kappa Kappa Gamma, Synadelphic, Kappa Alpha Theta, Alpha Phi, Delta Delta Delta, Turner Hall, Brantly Hall, Corbin Hall, Sigma Kappa and North Corbin Hall.

Men's groups trailing SAE were Delta Sigma Phi, Elrod Hall, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Nu, Phi Delta Theta, Theta Chi, Sigma Chi, Craig Hall and Phi Sigma Kappa.

Four men's groups and 10 women's groups ranked above the general student-body grade average.
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